
 
 
 
 
 
 
November 28, 2014 
 
 
 
Mr. John Traversy 
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and 
   Telecommunications Commission 
Ottawa, Ontario  K1A 0N2 
 
 
Subject: Bell Media Radio G.P. – Annual Report on Radio and Television Tangible 

Benefits for 2013-2014 – (Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2007-359) 
 
 
Dear Mr. Traversy, 
 
1. Pursuant to paragraph 35 (reproduced below) of Broadcasting Decision 
CRTC 2007-359, in which the CRTC approved the transaction between Astral Media Inc. and 
Standard Radio Inc. (Astral/Standard transaction), Bell Media Radio G.P. (formerly Astral Media 
Radio G.P.), today files its seventh and final annual report regarding its activities in the area of 
Canadian Content Development (CCD): 
 

35. Given the magnitude and the complexity of the tangible benefits involved, the 
Commission directs Astral to file a report, in each of the next seven years with its 
annual reports, setting out the incremental spending on original local programming 
tangible benefits for CFTK-TV and CJDC-TV, as well as details concerning 
incrementality of spoken word programming for radio as needed. In addition, the 
Commission directs Astral to report on the manner in which all other remaining 
tangible benefits for both radio and television have been expended. 

 
2. Over the past twelve months, each of the 15 programs and/or initiatives approved by the 
CRTC in Decision 2007-359, for which tangible benefits funding remained to be paid, have 
flourished and delivered tangible results to the various groups and communities which they 
serve. Benefits derived from the nearly $62,000,000 in support money flowing from the 
Astral/Standard transaction are detailed in the annual reports received by recipients. 
 
3. This report includes the following materials: 

 
• Part A – Annual Report on Radio Tangible Benefits for 2013-2014; 

 
• Part B – Annual Report on Incremental Spending on Original Local Programming 

and Television Benefits Expenditures for 2013-2014 (CFTK-TV and CJDC-TV); 
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BELL MEDIA RADIO G.P. 
 

PART A 
ANNUAL REPORT ON RADIO TANGIBLE BENEFITS FOR 2013-2014 

 
Introduction 
 

1. The radio tangible benefits package related to the acquisition of the radio programming 
undertakings of Standard Radio Inc. by Astral Media Radio G.P. (now Bell Media Radio 
G.P.) was valued at approximately $62 million, which amounts to 6% of the value of the 
transaction. The package demonstrates the dedication of the company to developing 
the careers of Canadian musical artists and supporting the aspirations of Aboriginal 
communities. Descriptions of each initiative are provided below, including activities and 
developments which took place during the 2013-2014 broadcast year. Given that the 
CRTC is familiar with the Radio Starmaker Fund, FACTOR and MUSICACTION, 
descriptions of their activities are omitted from this report. For further information, the 
Commission is invited to review the annual reports of these organizations on their 
respective websites. The total value of the tangible benefits allocated to discretionary 
initiative recipients over a seven year period represents $10.265 million. 

 
2. The tangible benefits program, which was assembled in consultation with a wide variety 

of potential recipients, concentrates on initiatives which benefit: 
 

• Music industry associations and their programs; 
• Students of music and journalism; 
• Songwriters; 
• Local musical artists, particularly emerging artists;  
• Independent parties dedicated to producing new spoken word content that would 

otherwise not be produced for broadcast, with an emphasis on producers from 
visible minorities and Aboriginal peoples; 

• English and French community and campus radio stations through the Community 
Radio Fund of Canada; and 

• Children and youth between 4 and 18 years of age through Fondation Radio Enfant. 
 
3. This tangible benefits package works as a whole and fits into the ecology of both music 

and radio. For this reason, several themes emerge from the programs, notably the 
development and promotion of emerging talent, and an emphasis on programs that are 
directed as closely as possible to creators and performers and their development. They 
are very much in keeping with the philosophy of investment in Canadian talent and 
Canadian creativity that can be found at every level of the company. 
 

4. For further information respecting the activities of the radio tangible benefits recipients 
over the last broadcast year, please see the annual reports attached to Part D. 



Radio Tangible Benefits Expenditures for the 2013-2014 Broadcast Year 
 
Canadian Music Week: Expansion of the Canadian Radio Star Competition 
 
5. The Canadian Radio Star Competition is a national talent search managed by Canadian 

Music Week (CMW) to recognize Canada’s top new original songwriters. In the expanded 
form of the competition made possible by the benefits funding, CMW provided local, 
day-long programs of workshops and seminars for aspiring artists and songwriters, with 
presentations on such critical topics as copyrights and licensing, the power of music in 
advertising, how to expand streaming and on-demand services in Canada, as well as 
interviews with world renowned songwriters. Bell Media’s funding directly supported 
three Canadian Radio Star initiatives: the National Talent Search, the Songwriter’s 
Symposium and the New Songwriter’s Workshops. 

 
6. Crystalyne, the newest musical project from Toronto’s Marissa Dattoli, was the national 

winner of the Canadian Radio Star 20th National Talent Search with the song “6 in the 
Morning”. Runners-up included Pistols at 20 Paces, Weird with Cats, Amy Nelson, Beazy, 
Rocket Rocket Ship, The Treble, Open Air and Jessica Lee. In addition, the CMW New 
Songwriter’s Workshops toured nine different Canadian cities in 2013-2014. 

 
Canadian Music Week: Indies Awards 
 
7. The Canadian Independent Music Awards known as “The Indies” acknowledges, promotes 

and honours the achievements of Canadian and international independent artists in the 
independent music sector. Bell Media’s support helped fund the live show production and 
the development of a special podcast of The Indies Awards performances.  

 
8. Featured Canadian artists who benefited from Bell Media’s funding of this event in 

2013-2014 include Ponctuation, The Strumbellas, Mounties, Born Ruffians, Hollerado, The 
Hidden Cameras and Little Dragon. 

  
Canadian Music Week: TV Production of the Canadian Radio Music Awards 
 
9. The Canadian Radio Music Awards (CRMA’s) recognizes excellence and outstanding 

professional achievement for Canadian artists on radio, and is one of the first real proving 
grounds for new Canadian talent. CMW has augmented the production values of this 
showcase for Canadian talent by creating video and audio podcasts, and a video 
documentary featuring live performances and behind-the-scenes stories of the artists’ 
success.  

 
10. In 2013-2014, several prominent, emerging Canadian artists benefited from Bell Media’s 

funding at CMW, including Walk Off the Earth, Head of the Herd, Virginia to Vegas, Trevor 
Guthrie, Tyler Shaw, Down with Webster and Tim Hicks. Bell Media directly funded 
equipment rentals, productions costs and promotion/publicity for these Canadian artists. 
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NXNE End of Year Top 60 Tip Sheet 
 
11. One of the greatest challenges for an emerging artist is to become known. “NXNE” (an 

acronym for North by North-East), a major independent music festival, has produced an 
initiative that uses its programming team and festival showcase appearances to connect 
the best emerging artists to festival and club bookers, talent buyers, and national radio 
programming directors (from commercial broadcasters to campus and community 
stations). 

  
12. With Bell Media’s tangible benefits monies, NXNE is able to promote emerging artists with 

an annual end of year “tip sheet” featuring music and bios on 60 of Canada’s top 
emerging artists identified by NXNE programmers from the most recent NXNE festival. 
Now in its seventh year, the NXNE Tip Sheet has become a centerpiece for emerging 
Canadian artists looking for exposure on a national basis. A panel of industry judges 
selects each year a series of artists performing at the festival and develops interactive 
electronic press kits giving access to all the artist information. Originally designed as a 
private list issued to national radio programmers and related industry, NXNE decided to 
share the list on the public microsite http://nxne.com/tipsheet/ and to add a dynamic 
widget on its homepage linking to the Tip Sheet. 

 
Songwriters Association of Canada 
 
13. The Songwriters Association of Canada’s (S.A.C.) seminars and workshops feature 

Canada’s top songwriters and music industry professionals and are presented to the 
nation’s next generation of developing songwriters. The four S.A.C. projects funded by 
Bell Media’s tangible benefits monies are: 

 
• “Demo Submissions” via the online site (www.songpitch.ca) – an electronic song 

market which allows professional songwriters to upload demo recordings of their 
songs for specific artists / projects posted on the website.  Included in this site are the 
“SongPitch” and “Song Assessments” programs, a section of the website designed to 
facilitate online song assessments by song assessors and professional supervisors for 
aspiring and developing songwriters. Full database and interrelated tables were 
completed and technical testing of the Song Library module took place early in 
November 2013. The enhanced features represent significant changes to the 
SongPitch program and a new launch was advertised to encourage S.A.C. members to 
submit original songs to be heard by a wide variety of promoters whether they are 
music supervisors, managers of bands or individual artists, or bands themselves. 

 
• “SongWorks” – a professional songwriting camp of 4-5 day length which brings some 

of Canada’s best talent together for intensive co-writing sessions that are hosted in 
major cities across the country. The sessions offer writers the opportunity to 
collaborate on artist driven projects often ending with demo songs that are ready to 
be pitched. During the broadcast year 2013-2014, a new series of camps 
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(SongWorksPro) were held in Toronto, Vancouver, Charlottetown and Edmonton. 
Aspiring songwriters will also reap the benefit of new exposure with the addition of 
the SongWorks website and the pro library of songs of all the S.A.C. SongWorks camps 
which was launched at the SongWork The Room event held at the Canadian Music 
Centre in Toronto.  The SongWorks 2 program – which offers all aspiring Canadian 
songwriters a once in a lifetime opportunity to connect with professional writers in a 
well-established retreat setting – continues to be a huge success. This year’s 
25 contestants were from all over Canada: White Rock, Montreal, Vancouver, Thunder 
Bay, Marathon, Woodbridge, Calgary, Toronto, Halifax, Rockland, Wolfville (NS), 
Saskatoon, Campden and Waterloo. 

 
• “Songwriting Workshops On-Demand”  – a program which brings audio songwriting 

workshops (streaming or downloadable) via the Internet to songwriters that are 
otherwise unable to attend S.A.C.’s numerous live sessions due to the distance and 
travel required. This initiative includes the Astral Webinar interview series of 
workshops and presentations streamed and recorded by the S.A.C. and intended for 
live streaming and subsequent re-viewing on the S.A.C. website members’ page by 
songwriters across the country.  In 2013-2014, online participants continued to log in 
from St. John’s, NL to White Rock, B.C. Live attendance via streaming averaged 
37 participants.  

 
• “Songwriting in the Schools” – funds songwriting mentors to go into Canadian 

elementary and secondary schools to promote and develop the craft of songwriting. 
During the broadcast year 2013-2014, the S.A.C. hosted a Songwriters Circle at the 
open school event as part of the 2013 Careers in Music Conference leading up to the 
Hamilton Music Awards at Mohawk College. There were approximately 110 students 
in attendance from Hamilton area schools. The focus of the presentation was the 
challenges that music creators face in a rapidly changing environment and possible 
solutions to the continuing challenges of copyright infringement.  

 
Canadian Songwriters Hall of Fame 
 

14. The Canadian Songwriters Hall of Fame (CSHF) is a national, bilingual, not-for-profit 
organization whose mandate is to honour and celebrate Canadian songwriters and those 
who have dedicated their lives to the legacy of music and to educate the public about 
their achievements. With its 2013-2014 tangible benefits funding from Bell Media, the 
CSHF has been working in the following main areas: 

 
• CSHF Website: In August 2014, the CSHF launched its new bilingual website 

(http://www.cshf.ca/). With more than 300 video clips, audio tracks and song lyrics, 
the website showcases the Hall of Fame’s vast collection of rich media content 
amassed from its past seven induction ceremonies, and provides research on all of its 
inductees. 
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• Education Program: The Hall of Fame has partnered with Magic Lantern Media to 
develop a national and bilingual online youth education program titled “Educating 
Through Music / La musique nous enseigne”. Released in September 2014, the 
program uses the music of CSHF inductees as a means of teaching provincial 
curriculum in various subject areas including Canadian and World History, Language 
Arts and Social Studies. With a focus on students from grades seven to ten, the site 
features ready-made English and French lesson plans which include student 
assignments, templates to assess performance, and additional student activities. This 
initiative will be a subscription based service paid for by the schools so that it can be 
sustainable without ongoing funding from CSHF. 

 
• Inductions: While the Hall of Fame continues to plan for a remained induction 

ceremony, the organization will begin inducting songs in fall 2014.  In collaboration 
with the CBC/Radio-Canada, the CSHF will induct Anglophone and Francophone songs 
throughout the year by creating new media content, such as music videos and 
interviews, to be featured on CBC television and radio, and the CBC and CSHF digital 
platforms. 

 
• Physical Hall of Fame: The Hall of Fame is in the process of finalizing a partnership with 

the National Music Centre (NMC) in Calgary whose state-of-the-art facility will 
highlight the stories and contributions of Canadian songwriters using, among other 
things, CSHF’s media-rich content and inductee artifacts.  

 
CARAS / MusiCounts 
 
15. Bell Media is very pleased to be able to support MusiCounts, Canada’s music education 

charity associated with The Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (CARAS) in 
their wonderful Band Aid Grant program to provide grants allowing schools to purchase 
musical instruments. Schools that benefit from the grant range from the elementary level 
right up to high school and are located in urban, rural, remote and First Nations 
communities from coast to coast. In 2013-2014, MusiCounts awarded $610,000 worth of 
musical instruments and equipment to 69 recipients, impacting school communities in 
every province and territory across Canada. Bell Media’s CCD funding assisted in the 
continuance of MusiCounts’ valuable Band Aid Grant Program designed to support 
Canadian musical artists. 
 

Dixon Hall Music School 
 
16. Dixon Hall Music School provides training, shelter, social services and cultural and 

recreational programs to residents of public housing and to homeless people in 
Downtown East Toronto. Bell Media’s tangible benefits funding allowed the Dixon Hall 
Music School to offer thousands of youths music education, mentoring, and cultural 
enrichment through free concerts and workshops, and music and arts camps that give 
them leadership skills and instill inner confidence. 
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17. In the fall of 2013, the Dixon Hall Music School launched its first dedicated website 
(www.dixonhallmusicschool.org) and hired another violin and vocal teacher to offer more 
opportunities to local youth. In November, the school’s music orchestra played their first 
“professional” concert with G27, a professional string group made up of Toronto’s finest 
classical musicians. Several generations of students performed in Music for Life, the 
school’s annual benefit concert. Dixon Hall closed out the year with three recitals, 
featuring over 100 students. 

 
18. In mid-February, two of the school’s promising classical guitarists recorded performances 

at Dixon Hall. Bell Media’s support was instrumental in being able to pay the teachers for 
the extra time devoted to such an initiative and to make a significant investment in 
recording equipment. In March, a number of Dixon Hall Music School students took part 
in the March Break Music Camp at Hart House Farm, an annual music camp that gets 
students out of their inner city environment for a week in the country. Later that spring, 
Dixon Hall added an ear training course to its roster, to help students better prepare for 
The Royal Conservatory of Music exams and to help them better understand the music 
they are listening to and learning. 

 
19. Dixon Hall Music School’s regular lessons wrapped up at the end of June with four end of 

year recitals at which over 110 students performed. At the Teachers Concert and Student 
Awards night, scholarships awards were given to students nominated by their teachers. In 
the summer, Dixon Hall Music School was approved for inclusion to Berklee College of 
Music’s “City Music” online program, which is an extensive program giving students 
access to classes, teachers and playing opportunities at Berkley, while also making Dixon 
Hall’s students eligible for scholarships at Berklee College of Music in Boston. Dixon Hall is 
only the second music school in Canada to be accepted into this program.  

 
imagineNATIVE 
 
20. The imagineNATIVE Film + Media Arts Festival is the largest Indigenous media arts festival 

in the world, and the only one in Canada which offers a sizeable scope of programs, 
training sessions, and a well-developed industry marketplace.  Bell Media’s tangible 
benefits funding is specifically supporting the programming, the presentation and, in part, 
the creation of new radio works by Canadian artists during the 5-day international 
imagineNATIVE Festival that takes place every October. This support assists in celebrating 
radio artists, musicians, and groups that represent the diversity of contemporary 
Aboriginal music, and encourages the participation and employment of Aboriginal peoples 
within various sectors of the radio broadcast industry.  

 
21. In 2013-2014, Bell Media’s tangible benefit funding assisted in the presentation of the 

Festival’s Radio & New Media Lounge, held at the TIFF Bell Lightbox. The Radio Lounge 
was visited by many individuals who signed in to listen to the six free audio performance 
pieces through its Radio Works program. In addition, Bell Media presented the Best Radio 
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Award at the festival’s Awards Ceremony to producer Janet Rogers for her piece Native 
Waves Radio: Resonating Reconciliation.  

 
Community Radio Fund of Canada  
 
22. The mandate of the Community Radio Fund of Canada (CRFC) is to provide support to the 

more than 175 English and French campus and community radio stations in Canada and to 
foster a well-resourced, dynamic, and accessible sector. It is an organization that 
distributes funds for the development and sustainability of local community radio 
broadcasting. The CRFC received its first funding through the Astral-Standard tangible 
benefits package. 

 
23. The two programs supported by the tangible benefits funding from Bell Media are the 

Radio Talent Development Program (RTDP) and the Youth Internship Program (YIP). 
During broadcast year 2013-2014, which was the seventh and last year of funding, the 
CRFC awarded $228,482 to 27 recipients under these programs. At the end of the year, 
there was an amount of approximately $40,000 left in the RTDP/YIP envelope which 
represents the balance of the contributions allocated to radio stations that were not 
spent. The CRFC is proposing to transfer these funds to the Radiometres program whose 
objective is to measure the development, participation and sustainability of campus and 
community radio stations, and Bell Media agrees with the proposed transfer. 

INDSPIRE  
 
24. Indspire is the former National Aboriginal Achievement Awards. In addition to the 

well-known Inspire Awards, the organization has successfully completed several 
educational projects which are designed to encourage the training and hiring of First 
Nations, Inuit, and Métis post secondary students in a variety of different industries. 
These Industry in the Classroom projects begin with the development of a module to 
educate youth about the industry in question and interest them in finding work or careers 
in that field. Bell Media’s tangible benefits contribution permitted the creation of a two 
and a half hour module on the radio broadcasting industry, and to deliver that module to 
classrooms across the country. 

 
25. In 2013-2014, the “Industry in the Classroom: Careers in Radio Broadcasting” seminars – 

complete with curriculum manual, resource materials, and video – was delivered to First 
Nation, Inuit and Métis high school students across Canada. These schools were located in 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Ontario and Newfoundland. Overall, 187 students participated 
in an Industry in the Classroom seminar at school. Indspire received 130 student 
evaluation forms with which to evaluate the impact of the module. The response to the 
program both verbally and through the evaluation forms was resoundingly positive and 
the vast majority of participants expressed a desire to have Indspire return with other 
industry segments. 
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Fondation Radio Enfant 
 
26. Fondation Radio Enfant produces a substantial amount of radio programming, entirely 

created and produced by children and youth between 4 and 18 years of age. OXYGÈNE 
RADIO, the Enfant-Ado community radio station of Ottawa-Gatineau broadcast 24 hours a 
day on frequency 1670 AM and on the web at www.radiooxygene.ca. 

 
27. In 2013-2014, Fondation Radio Enfant used Bell Media’s tangible benefits funding to 

finance, in part, more than 40 unique productions in the National Capital, Montréal and 
Québec Regions and provide 365 days of on-air and online broadcasting. In addition, 
Fondation Radio Enfant also established valuable working partnerships with Festival en 
chansons de Petite-Vallée, Jeux de la Francophonie, Congrès mondial acadien, City of 
Gatineau and many more organizations. Fondation Radio Enfant also continued its 
tremendous role in reaching out to youth by partnering with a plethora of local 
francophone schools and through various activities which are detailed in its attached 
annual report. 

 
Conclusion 

 
28. Bell Media is proud to see that our investments through the Astral-Standard benefits over 

the last seven broadcast years in the important work of our industry and community 
partner organizations have contributed to support the Canadian broadcasting system and 
the various communities across Canada and to better serve the public interest. 

 
 

***End of Document*** 
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BELL MEDIA RADIO G.P. 
 

PART B 
ANNUAL REPORT ON INCREMENTAL SPENDING ON ORIGINAL LOCAL PROGRAMMING 

AND TELEVISION BENEFITS EXPENDITURES FOR 2013-2014 (CFTK-TV AND CJDC-TV) 
 
Introduction 
 
1. This annual report by Bell Media Radio G.P. (formerly Astral Media Radio G.P.) contains 

details respecting the incremental spending on original local programming tangible benefits 

for CFTK-TV Terrace, BC and CJDC-TV Dawson Creek, BC for the 2013-2014 broadcast year 

pursuant to paragraph 35 of Acquisition of Assets, Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2007-359, 

28 September 2007 (Decision 2007-359) reproduced below: 

 
35. Given the magnitude and the complexity of the tangible benefits involved, the 

Commission directs Astral to file a report, in each of the next seven years with its annual 

reports, setting out the incremental spending on original local programming tangible 

benefits for CFTK-TV and CJDC-TV, as well as details concerning incrementality of spoken 

word programming for radio as needed. In addition, the Commission directs Astral to 

report on the manner in which all other remaining tangible benefits for both radio and 

television have been expended. 

 
Background 

 
2. In Decision 2007-359, the value of the television-related tangible benefits was calculated at 

10% of the value of the television assets – approximately $1.67 million. Of this amount, 

approximately 70% was to be invested directly into local initiatives, including new 

incremental priority documentary programming, additional local programming and local 

Aboriginal training programs. The remaining amount – approximately 30% – was directed to 

grants for social initiatives targeting industry training. 

 
Television Tangible Benefits Expenditures for the 2013-2014 Broadcast Year 
 
Local documentary programming and additional local programming for Terrace and Dawson 
Creek, BC 
 
3. As noted in the previous year’s annual report, Bell Media formed a partnership with Render 

Digital Media Ltd., an independent filmmaker and producer of documentary programming 

based in Kelowna, BC to fulfill the tangible benefits requirements for CFTK-TV Terrace and 

CJDC-TV Dawson Creek, BC. The partnership and underlying two-year agreement states that 

 



  
 

Render Digital Productions1 is to create and produce the local documentary series entitled 

Through the Northern Lens.  The program takes the form of a local documentary and 

highlights local events, local opportunities, challenges, local people, and changes that affect 

everyday life in the communities of Terrace and Dawson Creek. 
 
4. During the broadcast year 2012-2013, the first five episodes were produced and aired on 

CFTK-TV and CJDC-TV.  The last five episodes were received and aired on both television 

stations during broadcast year 2013-2014, the final year of the agreement. The full ten 

episodes of Through the Northern Lens are available for viewing by the CRTC upon request. 

 
2013/2014 expenditure: $112,408 
 
Bell Media Aboriginal Broadcast/Journalism Studies Scholarship and Internship Program 
 
5. Bell Media has created an annual scholarship available to Aboriginal students in the 

Northeast of British Columbia. This funding supports tuition payments to the Broadcast and 

Media Communications, Television or Broadcast Journalism options at the British Columbia 

Institute of Technology (BCIT), as well as travel and accommodations. The program also 

includes an internship with CFTK-TV or CJDC-TV upon completion of studies. Administered 

by BCIT as part of its entrance awards, the program was developed in the broadcast year 

ending 31 August 2008 and launched in the broadcast year ending 31 August 2009.  In order 

to maximize the number of applications, the BCIT has been promoting the program to 

graduating students with assistance from CFTK-TV and CJDC-TV.  

 
6. In September 2011, a proposal was presented to the CRTC in order to expand the selection 

criteria for the awards to include all First Nations students in British Columbia due to the 

difficulty in attracting students from the Peace and North regions of BC only. The 

Commission noted that all other aspects of the scholarship program would remain the same 

and approved the revised initiative on 4 April 2012. 

 
7. Since the launch of the program in the broadcast year 2008-2009, fifteen Aboriginal 

students either have or will receive financial support from Bell Media valued at $379,317, 

including two partial scholarships. In addition to these scholarships, $5,683 funded a 

promotional tour to Prince Rupert to encourage applicants to the program and promote the 

awards. 

 1 Render Digital Media Productions specializes in high quality commercial video production with top of the line HD 
cameras, the best editing tools, and professional videographers. 
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8. During the broadcast year 2013-2014, BCIT was pleased to announce that the following 

10 students have been selected to receive financial support through the Bell Media 

Aboriginal Broadcast and Media Communications Entrance Award, namely: 

 
Rachele van Zoeren, a Metis student from Vancouver Island 

Chad General, a member of the Cayuga Nation living in North Vancouver 

Sidney Holloway, a Metis/Inuit student from Vancouver 

Joseph Wilson, a First Nations student living in New Westminster 

Ken Paulin, a Metis student living in Surrey 

Jakob Schmidt, a Metis student from Vancouver Island 

Mathew Paget, a First Nations/Metis student from Langley 

Jordan Waunch, a Metis student living in Vancouver 

Ian Pease-Bracero, a Lytton Indian Band student from Lytton 

Alec Guerin, a Musqueam First Nation student from Vancouver 

  
2013/2014 expenditure: $55,000 
 
Canadian Communications Foundation 
 
9. The Canadian Communications Foundation (CCF) is a non-profit organization wholly 

dedicated to the chronicling of the history of radio and television broadcasting in Canada via 

its website.  The CCF performs a valuable role in the creation and preservation of Canadian 

culture. Bell Media is very pleased to provide financial assistance for the ongoing 

maintenance of the CCF website (www.broadcasting-history.ca) and the continued creation 

and updating of its content. The monies being received from Bell Media currently represent 

the Foundation’s only significant annual income.  As such, these resources have been used 

carefully by only adding such material as was regarded as essential to maintain the accuracy 

and topicality of CCF’s website. 

 
10. In 2013-2014, the CCF website was moved from Ryerson University to University of 

Athabasca. Three University of Athabasca representatives are now on the Board of the CCF. 

Much of the material on the website is a complete historical record in itself, and needs no 

updating. Other sections are constantly being updated, or having new material added.  

Although the site is by now very comprehensive, new subjects are being introduced from 

time to time, as developments in technology or regulation offer new opportunities for 

broadcasters, and with them, the need for such developments to be covered on the 
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Foundation’s website.  New material and a substantial amount of update material were 

added during the period in question in the following categories: 

 
• Station group histories; Personality biographies; Program profiles; 
• Station history and listing updates; and 
• History of Canadian Broadcast Regulation. 

 
2013/2014 expenditure: $20,000 
 
Conclusion 
 
11. Bell Media is proud of our investments through the television tangible benefits package 

resulting from the Astral-Standard transaction, which supported numerous industry and 

community initiatives and enriched the Canadian broadcasting system and the local 

communities. Our partnerships with independent producers and organizations have 

resulted in the creation of quality programming and meaningful social initiatives to benefit 

Canadian audience and better serve the public interest. 

 

***End of document*** 
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BELL MEDIA RADIO G.P. 

 
 

PART C 
SUMMARY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION TANGIBLE BENEFITS EXPENDITURES FOR 2013-2014 
 

 

 
 



Recipient Payment no. Date Cheque no. Breakdown Amount

ACR-Radio Starmaker Fund 7 of 7 9-Jul-14 13928388 4 418 905 
Factor 7 of 7 11-Jul-14 13930491 2 639 346 
MUSICACTION 7 of 7 16-Jul-14 13932609 293 261 
Canadian Music Week (Canadian Radio Star Competition) 7 of 7 19-Sep-13 146960 325 000 
Canadian Music Week (Indie Awards) 7 of 7 11-Apr-14 13864678 150 000 
Canadian Music Week (Canadian Radio Music Awards) 7 of 7 11-Apr-14 13864678 115 000 

North by Northeast Conference inc. (NXNE Tip Sheet) 7 of 7 & 1 of 2 19-Dec-13 149789 62 500 
North by Northeast Conference inc. (NXNE Tip Sheet) 7 of 7 & 2 of 2 23-May-14 13896571 62 499 124 999 

Songwriters Association of Canada 7 of 7 & 1 of 2 21-Feb-14 13825826 75 000 
Songwriters Association of Canada 7 of 7 & 2 of 2 9-May-14 13885628 75 000 150 000 

Canadian Songwriters Hall of Fame 7 of 7 27-Nov-13 148905 75 000 
Music Education Charity of Canada (Caras:MusiCounts) 7 of 7 28-May-14 13898960 100 001 

Dixon Hall Music School 7 of 7 26-May-14 13897829 50 000 

Centre for Aboriginal Media (ImagineNATIVE) 7 of 7 16-Jun-14 13912195 35 000 

Community Radio Fund of Canada (CRFC) 7 of 7 & 1 of 3 21-Feb-14 13825637 66 666 
Community Radio Fund of Canada (CRFC) 7 of 7 & 2 of 3 4-Apr-14 13860149 66 666 
Community Radio Fund of Canada (CRFC) 7 of 7 & 3 of 3 25-Jun-14 13919042 66 668 200 000 

Indspire (formely National Aboriginal Achievement Foundation) 7 of 7 25-Apr-14 13875976 50 000 

Fondation Radio Enfant 7 of 7 & 1 of 2 3-Sep-13 146624 25 000 
Fondation Radio Enfant 7 of 7 & 2 of 2 21-Mar-14 13848767 25 000 50 000 

Subtotal Radio 8 776 512 

Summary of Radio and Television Tangible Benefits Expenditures for 2013-2014
Astral-Standard Decision CRTC 2007-359



Recipient Payment no. Date Cheque no. Breakdown Amount

Local Documentary Programming for Terrace and Dawson 
Creek (BC)
Render Digital Media 7 of 7 & 1 of 2 6-Nov-13 014849 44 962 
Render Digital Media 7 of 7 & 2 of 2 21-Mar-14 13848706 67 446 112 408 

BCIT Foundation (Bell Media Aboriginal Broadcast Journalism 
Studies Scholarship and Internship Program) 7 of 7 9-Jul-14 13928438 55 000 
Canadian Communications Foundation 7 of 7 9-May-14 13885607 20 000 

Subtotal Television 187 408 

Total payment for broadcast year 2013-2014 8 963 920 
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